WELMAC

F-1050 PTO TUB GRINDER

HAMMERMILL
Length
Diameter
Feed opening
Number of Hammers
Rods
Rotor plates
Rotor shaft
Drive end bearing
Rear end bearing
Screens
Rotor speed
Drive
Recommended PTO
TUB FEATURES
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920mm
640mm
960mm x 640mm
64
8 x 25mm diameter
6mm
80mm
75mm
75mm
6mm thick
1800rpm
PTO through 8 drive belts
1000rpm

Loading height
Tub width at flair
Tub Depth from flair
Tub Diameter at base
Tub wall thickness
Tub floor thickness
Speed control
Tub drive
Hydraulic oil capacity
DISCHARGE AUGERS
Type
Auger size
Drive
REAR CONVEYOR
Length
Belt width
Drive
Conveyor Height
WEIGHT
Total
TRANSPORT DIMENSIONS
Length
Height
Width full tub

2820mm
3300mm
1290
2285mm
2.5mm
4mm
SPC-2000
Hydraulic
300 ltrs

Width straight sides

2890mm

Double 2 support bearings
280mm diameter
Hydraulic mechanical
5800mm
535mm
Hydraulic
3600mm
5500kg
6020mm
3305mm
3265mm

The F1050 has been designed to
have maximum clearance behind
the screens to help the flow of
material down into the discharge
augers, this large area behind the
screens also minimizes the
chances of clogging and improves
the flow of material.

The PTO speed from the tractor is
1000rpm .This drives the larger
pulley with 8V belts driving the
smaller pulley to uprate the rotor
speed to 1800 rpm. The sensor
and sprocket for the SPC-2000
speed controller are also mounted
on the shaft near the pulley.

Positioned over the rotor there is
a heavy duty bolt in mill grate this
keeps the bale weight off the
rotor to allow the hammers to
maximize the productivity of the
ground straw.

The conveyor folds over the tub
for transportation. You can also
have the option of a complete
round tub for easier loading of
the bales or the tub can be cut
down with straight sides for
transportation.

The stockpiling height of the 535mm
wide conveyor belt is 4 meters high.
Loading height of the tub is
2820mm. There is a side door for
easy access to the auger drive
system and to tension the main
drive belts.

Having the rotor positioned at the
rear of the tub floor Improves the
discharge rate for the two short
30cm diameter augers, that are
supported by two heavy duty
bearings which are located at the
bottom of the large designed
sealed screen area.

The F1050 has a tilting tub and a
lockout bar for safety. This gives
easy access to the rotor for
maintenance and changing
screens for different applications

The all new SPC-2000 speed
controller is also a stress control
unit. It picks up the speed of the
PTO and then controls the flow of
oil to the hydraulic motor to slow
down or stop the tub rotation .To
allow the rotor to grind the
overload of straw.

